Regression analysis is one of many methods used for analysing data. Method that used for estimating parameter in linear regression model is ordinary least square (OLS). OLS will give best estimator when all the assumptions are met. But in reality, sometimes not all the assumptions are met. Assumptions that usually violated are multicollinearity and outlier. Ridge regression is a regression method that give constrain on the parameters that used to deal with multicollinearity, meanwhile Robust regression is used to overcome the presence of outlier. Robust regression is a regression method that has robust property that achieved by using Sestimation is used. Ridge regression and Robust regression combined into Robust Ridge regression to overcome multicollinearity and outlier simultaneously.
Introduction
There are some assumptions that should be satisfied in regression analysis using ordinary least square (OLS) method so that the estimator results from the process become best linear unbiased. The estimator from OLS method is considered as bad estimator when the assumptions are not fulfilled. The violation of assumptions in this paper is the presence of multicollinearity and outlier.
Multicollinearity is a condition where there are two or more independent variables have medium to high correlation. Multicollinearity will make the estimator to have large variance. Large variance will increase the mean square error, thus making the estimator bad.
In 1970, Hoerl and Kennard develop Ridge regression to overcome the presence of multicollinearity [1] . Ridge regression will give a bias estimator. The bias will depend on the ridge constant k so that it is required to choose the optimal Ridge constant k to minimize the bias. For choosing the optimal Ridge constant k, Hoerl et al. [2] develop the formula in 1975.
Outlier is an unusual observation from the data. Outlier often tends to pull the regression line to itself, resulting bad estimator and change sign of the coefficient parameter. Mendenhall and Sincich define outlier as an observation that has absolute standardized residual more than three [3] .
Robust regression is used to overcome the presence outlier. Robust regression is a regression method that using robust estimation to achieve robust property that is resistance to outlier. Sestimation is one of well-known robust estimation and will be used in Robust regression.
Ridge regression and Robust regression are combined resulting Robust Ridge regression to address the problem where multicollinearity and outlier exists. Robust coefficient will be computed using S-estimation, and then applying Ridge method to construct parameter estimation of Robust Ridge regression. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 present brief explanation about OLS method. Section 3 gives explanation about Ridge regression and generalized Ridge regression. Section 4 gives the explanation about Robust regression and procedure of S-estimation. Section 5 explaining Robust Ridge regression. Section 6 gives its application on data. Finally, Section 7 will give conclusion. 
Linear regression model
Linear regression is a method to identify relationship between a response variable (y) and one or more independent variables (X). The multiple linear regression model with ! independent variables is:
where ! is a (!×1) vector of response variable, ! is a (!×!) matrix, ! is a (!×1) vector of an unknown regression parameters and ! is a (!×1) vector of error term that is assumed to be independent and identically normally distributed with mean 0 and constant variance ! ! . The estimator for unknown parameters using OLS is:
will give BLUE properties under the assumptions in Gaussian-Markov Theorem. The canonical form of regression found by using Spectral Decomposition is:
where ! = !" and ! = ! ! !, ! is a matrix of eigenvectors whose columns are normalized and corresponding with !, a diagonal matrix with entry eigenvalues of ! ! !. By Spectral decomposition,
The OLS estimator for canonical form of regression is:
and:
The MSE for OLS estimator is:
3. Ridge regression and generalized Ridge regression
Ridge regression
Ridge Regression is a method to overcome the presence multicollinearity. The principal of Ridge regression is to bind the value of estimated parameters by some constant P, where P is a finite positive constant. By using this principal, it is same as adding a constant k at the diagonal of ! ! ! matrix. This constant k is known as Ridge constant. Ridge regression will give biased estimator depend on the constant k. The estimator for Ridge regression is:
and for the canonical form of regression, the estimator for Ridge regression is:
with ! = ! + !!.
One method for choosing the optimal Ridge constant k is proposed by Hoerl et al. [2] that is:
where p is number of independent variable, ! ! is estimate variance and ! ! is a parameter of canonical form of regression using OLS. 
Generalized Ridge regression
Generalized Ridge regression is a method found by generalizing Ridge regression. In Ridge regression, the Ridge constant k is add to diagonal of matrix ! ! !, while at generalized Ridge regression, the constant can be different for every diagonal entry of matrix ! ! ! so that there will be ! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! . It can be said that we add matrix ! (diagonal matrix with entry ! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! ) instead of matrix !!. The estimator for generalized Ridge regression in canonical form can be written as:
where ! = ! ! ! + ! and the estimator for generalized Ridge regression is:
One method for choosing the optimal Ridge constant ! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! is proposed by Hoerl and Kennard [1] that is:
where ! ! is estimate variance and ! ! is a parameter of canonical form of regression using OLS.
The bias, variance and mean square error (MSE) of generalized Ridge estimator are:
Robust regression
Robust regression is one method to overcome the presence of outlier. Differ from OLS which is giving same weight to all observation, Robust regression will give different weight for all observation. The observation that has large standardized residual will be given small weight so that it gives small influence. S-estimation is one of method to achieve robust property on regression. S-estimation is proposed by Rousseeuw and Leroy [4] in 1987 as alternative method of M-estimation. While in M-estimation only using median as estimator of !, S-estimation define the estimator of ! as dispersion of residual. The dispersion of residual s define by Rousseeuw and Leroy as solution of:
where K is a constant and !(!) is a objective function. 
The ! that satisfied (4) will be S-estimator and has robust property. The weight for every observation is define as:
Susanti et al. [5] in 2013 propose the algorithm to solve equation 4, that is: 1. Use the OLS method to compute estimator ! ! ! that will be used as initialization.
Compute the residual !
5. Compute weight value ! ! ! define at (5) and construct diagonal matrix ! where the diagonal is the weight value.
7. Repeat 2-6 until obtain convergent value of ! but at step 3 use
The resulting ! at step 7 is the Robust estimated parameter.
Robust Ridge regression
Assume that Robust estimated parameter obtained using S-estimation is ! and by using ! = ! ! ! obtain the Robust estimated parameter of canonical form !. By using (1), it can be said that when the Ridge method is applied, it is same as multiplied it by ! − !! !! . The Robust Ridge estimator is obtained by applying Ridge method to estimated parameter obtained using S-estimation. The estimated parameter of Robust Ridge regression for canonical form is:
and the estimated parameter of Robust Ridge regression is:
The bias, variance and MSE of the Robust Ridge estimator are:
where Ω is a covariance matrix obtained by using S-estimation [1] . Choosing k for Robust Ridge regression is same as when choosing k for Ridge regression. Using method that Hoerl and Kennard [1] proposed that is:
Generalized Ridge regression can also be used to replace Ridge regression. By using equation (2), it can be said that when the generalized Ridge regression is used, it is same as multiplied it by ! − !! !! . The Robust Ridge estimator is obtained by using generalized Ridge regression instead of Ridge regression to estimate parameter obtained using S-estimation. The estimated parameter of Robust Ridge regression for canonical form is:
